Implementation of Electronic Recognition System for Railway Logistics Based on Internet of Things Technology
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Abstract. In this paper the electronic recognition system based on internet of things technology for railway logistics is designed and implemented. The 4 level information transfer mode is used between RFID Tag, train carriage identifier, station yard identifier and computer sever. Radio communication is used between RFID Tag, train carriage identifier, station yard identifier. Wired communication is used between station yard identifier and station computer. The problems of information collision between multi-tags, long-distance transmission of information and communication interference are solved in this article. The experimental results show that the system is effective when the speed of the train within 120Km/h and it is applicable to the railway logistics.

Introduction

With the rapid development of railway logistics informationization in China, the TMIS(Transportation Management Information System), HMIS(H Management Information System) and DMIS(Dispatch Management Information System) have been used to realize real-time tracking of the train and real-time query of the goods. Data acquisition is the key problem of railway logistics informationization[1][2]. Refinement is needed in getting hold of information and real-time tracking of the goods. At present, manual process is the main method in railway logistics data acquisition. The automatic identification technology based on RFID needs to be popularized[3][4]. The technology of internet of things(IoT) should be used to realize informationization, digitization and intelligent in railway logistics and promote the transition of railroad freight transportation. The application of IoT technology will have a significant impact on the construction of railway logistics informationization[5].

In this paper the electronic recognition system based on internet of things technology for railway logistics is designed and implemented. The problems of information collision between multi-tags, long-distance transmission of information and communication interference are solved. RFID tag, identifier and communication interface unit are designed to realize railway logistics electronic recognition and meet actual requirements.

System Constitution

The electronic recognition system is shown in Figure 1.

The unique code that represents the goods’ characteristics is provided by RFID tags through dedicated protocol which uses the frequency 433.2MHz. The tag is active and its voltage is 3.3V. The code is received by train carriage identifier and the information is stored in its flash ROM and the goods state of on or off train carriage is determined. The train carriage identifier transmits information to station yard identifier through WIFI protocol which uses the frequency 2.4GHz and the information includes goods code, time of on or off train carriage, state of on or off train carriage, battery voltage etc. When the information reaches station yard identifier, it will be stored in identifier’s flash ROM and determine the time that the train enters or leaves the station. The
station yard identifier transmits the goods information and time to repeater or communication interface unit through CAN bus. The computer sever in railway station receives the information through communication interface unit or internet and then the information will be analyzed and processed to form documents needed. These documents can be queried by administrator in railway station[6]-[9].
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**FIG. 1. Constitution of the electronic recognition system**

The handheld identifier is used in train carriage and warehouse to ensure the accuracy of goods information. It can exchange information with station yard identifier through WIFI. The RFID tag erasable unit is used to rewrite information in tags, so the RFID tags can be reused.

The railway stations can exchange information through internet. The railway freight centre can know the transport conditions such as sending station, destination station, current position, estimated time of arrival etc.

**Electronic Recognition Mode**

Dedicated protocol and WIFI bi-directional communication technology is used in this system, and the railway logistics communication mode based on internet of things technology is realized[10]. It fundamentally changes the passive search technology of existing electronic tags and makes it possible to apply internet of things technology in railway logistics. The electronic recognition mode is shown in Figure 2.
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**FIG. 2. Electronic recognition mode**

The respective communication mode is used in this system to avoid reading miss and information collision. The train carriage identifier polling calls all of the RFID tags, only the tag that has been called can transmit information and the others can not, so the information collision can be avoided. The tags monitor radio signal continually, when one of them receives the corresponding call signal it will change into work mode otherwise it will shift between sleeping mode and monitor mode. In order to avoid information collision, when a tag gets a signal transmitted by the other tag, it will change into monitor mode again after a delay time according to algorithm[11]. When a tag gets a number for itself and there has no radio signals from other tags, it will change into transmission mode and transmits its information, at the same time, it monitor the information feedback from train carriage identifier. After the carriage identifier receives information from a tag, it will transmit a turn off signal to the corresponding tag and the tag will change into sleeping mode to avoid frequently transmission and information collision. This acknowledged mode can ensure that the information from tags has been received by train carriage
identifier. The check code is added into the information from tags and error information will be discarded. Tags and train carriage identifier are placed in the train, so it has enough time to realize above process.

How to ensure an effective communication between train carriage identifier and station yard identifier is a key issue when the train carriage identifier passes the station yard identifier with a high speed. The train carriage searches the station yard identifier and it will link to a station yard identifier which has a high RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator). The information in train carriage identifier will be packed and the data package will be transmitted to station yard identifier all at once[12][13]. Simplex communication mode is used in this process to ensure a high speed data exchange.

The CAN bus communication is used between station yard identifier and station computer with a high communication speed and long distance. 32 station yard identifiers can be added on CAN bus and its baud rate is 4800bps/4Km. The CAN bus is divided into several segments by repeater therefore a certain station yard identifier’s failure will not result in congestion collapse.

Results and Conclusions

The electronic recognition system has been tested in actual operation. The test condition is: 40 RFID tags; one train carriage identifier; one station yard identifier; the length of CAN bus is 4Km; speed of the train is 95Km/h. The test result is shown in Figure 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, train carriage identifier’s serial number is 2, station yard identifier’s serial number is 5; RFID tags’ serial number is 361-400. State 0 indicates that the tag is on train, and the on train time is same with the off train time in this situation. State 1 indicates that the tag is off train, and the off train time is corresponding time. The voltage of tags’ battery is also in the figure and if the voltage is less than 2.3V the tag will generate an alarm signal. The 40 RFID tags’ information is received by computer in 2 seconds.

The application of electronic recognition based on internet of things technology for railway logistics is researched in this paper. Credible and long distance communication is realized. The electronic recognition system has characteristics such as low error rate, low misreading rate, low collision rate and it is credible.
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